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Introduction 
 

 

 

How often a glossy magazine 

dedicates an article to a pregnant women 

fashion? And new moms? Let's face it, not 

that many times a year... But there are many 

more issues are devoted to "mere mortals” ... 

As if the two strips on the pregnancy test 

turned into a cross on a stylish wardrobe of 

the expectant mother ... 

And after the participation of many 

"stars" being pregnant in the nude photo 

shoots it made an impression of that it is 

fashionable to be pregnant ... and not being 

dressed in the same time...  

And if she’ll be dressed – it’ll be 

something like centuries ago, something 

spacious, "damps" figure. As if it is 

something shameful? As if hearing 

prevailing, social belief that a pregnant 

woman should not think about how to look good, "After all, it is no longer necessary 

to attract anyone!", "It is all about practicality from now&on!" ... As if the logic 

excludes the possibility of a well looking expectant mother in practical clothes ...  

That point of view of must-to-vanish from sight for many months while 

expecting promoted also in a range of shops for pregnant women: practicality clearly 

wins over stylishness. And most often offers a resembles to a XXXL-department: very 

loose blouse or tunic and loose in the thighs jeans or pants with elastic waist. Sad colors 

on the top. 

How is it that in a crowded clothing market, where even outfits for dogs comply 

with the latest trends, so little attention was paid to expectant mothers? 



 

 

Recommendations in magazines and on Internet are no better - sometimes there 

is an impression that they were written by never even were pregnant copywriters, and 

basically boil down to something like this: 

 

 

Let's examine how this advice is close to the reality: 

 

In the first two months of the pregnancy this advice is not useful - there is nothing 

to hide, God forbid, if you have noticed a new status at all:). But sure, if you were used 

to wear a VEEEEERY tight clothes with tight trousers or a skirt of low-rise, this can 

happen faster:).  

“If you want to distract an attention 

from the stomach or to hide it…  

…wear V-neckcuts, big scaled 

accessories, cardigans and jackets with the 

prolonged silhouette, ruffled skirt with a 

high waist” 



 

 

Later, at 3d or 4th month, you 

are not able to wear the usual pants, 

jeans and skirts, as they will no 

longer elementary converge at the 

waist / hips. (low-rise jeans at the 

same time would hold out longer 

than their counterparts with normal 

waist or a high rise, sure!) 

 

 

Usually moms on these terms 

are recommended to continue to use the old clothes, but with a such nozzles on the 

buttons of their trousers or skirts: 

(Waist, of course, is increasing, and due to 

that construction you will clearly HAVE TO  

cover it with the blouses… that, ultimately, kills 

not only just style, but primarily kills your 

"golden section": proportionality of the 

silhouette and the lengths of the garments to the 

volume of the silhouette, which you remember, 

is steadily increased ...  so, the proportion is 

killed more and more and more/9 times;) 

 

In fact, do right the opposite - you need to 

reduce the silhouette. Paradoxical as it sounds.  

All what you need is..love, of course;), 

and a pair of the ordinary jeggings (jeans-leggins). Not a special pregnant one is 

required; but just a model with not fixed volume in waist like with zipper or buttons 

pants; even any "ordinary" with elastic waistband trousers are good!  

 



 

 

That tend to exclude a high waisted model, unless it is a yoga pants:). Also, 

skinny models (not skinny by size, but by the material, cloth) with a fixed waist are 

excluded for pregnant mothers-to-be. 

Let recall the recommendation of "diverting the attention from the belly" by 

wearing a skirt with ruffles and flounces, with high waist, of not elastic fabric, with 

buckles and other things... Let me show you how this would be in the reality: high 

waist, even if you try to pull it over the top, very comfortable gets stucked in your 

small, but already stubborn tummy, refusing to become a skirt ... It could be allright, 

but the only problem that the only place the volume has increased as the result of these 

manipulations, is the place where you’ve already got the volume;)… And time for the 

high waist will come, but only after 9 months :) – would perfectly hold in your now 

empty stomach;) 

 Compare the difference of these 2 approaches, the magazines’ "distraction from 

the problem area" in the photo on the left with suggested by IdLook approach of 

"drawing attention to the new status" in the image on the right: 

 



 

 

 

In the photo at the left, as it was recommended, attention is diverted from the 

stomach with the ruffles. In principle, these ruffles should draw our attention to the 

cleavage. Large frills …and the model also becomes too large and noticeable ...: / 

But in the pic on the right nothing obstacle our eye from understanding a new 

status, yet in spite we didn’t manipulated our body makes our empathized silhouette to 

appear slim.  Due to that decorative element - a ribbon under the bust, and so unadvised 

by magazines textured lace material (coz according to the laws, it would add volume!), 

our mother-to-be looks delicate and fragile! 

Interesting fact: The photo on the right is OLDER the left one as much as 3 

weeks! (of course, separated by years and style work) 

 

But let us even more continue with the magazines’ recs! Remember there was 

recommended the use of the elongated cardigans/jackets/vests? Virtually wear it on the 

top of that red dress… and the image of tent is complete! 

 

Ok, no more that heresy;), let’s dive detailly into the reality and correct way: 



 

 

Pregnant woman’s wardrobe features 
"Is it possible to be pregnant  

 and not to wear denim jumpsuit? " 

- The question of the future mother 

If the first trimester went smoothly in terms of clothes, the second already have 

to have a regular audit of the wardrobe and sort out the garments that will have to wait 

their turn for the maternity period. 

 

4th to 6th month period is the most complicated one from the stylistic point of 

view: you should be very carefully choose your clothes as changed figure sometimes 

makes you just want to pin a sign "I'm not fat, I'm pregnant" / "getting ready to be a 

mother» / baby onboard etc.:(... 

The good thing about it you can finally wear tight maxi dresses of elastic fabrics 

(viscose, the ones with modal&etc) or fitting tops (long enough! ;) with jeggings, not 

to worry if you ate too much in this restaurant;), to wear trendy colors and prints, and 

to get the compliments on your status instead of “Oh, Lord! You gained that much!” 

And for God's sake (unless you are a dramatic+ archetype), avoid the most 

notorious elongated cardigans and vests, and especially so tightly buttoned. Prepare 

your tummy to the birth:)! Come on, baby needs a light! ;) 



 

 

Choosing clothes, remember that having gone so often recommended principle 

of "balancing" the top and bottom we will achieve a negative result. But the opposition 

of a broad top with a rather narrow bottom, the emphasis on the new position will give 

a much better result, and even trendy and lined (the 2010th’ trend) silhouette.  

  

The hardest thing in the period of 4-6 months would be an upper clothes/outwear. 

This cannot be avoided, if the pregnancy would be during the cold season mostly:/.  

The same principle of a long and spacious to avoid applies here. Therefore, 

(especially if you are a gamine+ 

archetype) ideally would be to break 

up the silhouette, using the garment, 

ending just below the belly 

(fortunately, there are leather jackets 

for pregnant women: Mom2Mom, for 

example. 



 

 

And, here I’d agree with a public moral - do not forget about practicality – keep 

the bottom warm! Warm underwear or thermoleggins under of the fitting maxi-dress 

is a good solution! 

  

If you by archetype or style have to have a longer upper clothes, set on a bold 

model and balance with a tight bottom, or accent the look also with the shoes! 

The last trimester, 7 months+ is a great opportunity to wear dresses again! But 

you must keep track of their length, because many before-pregnancy (even elastic) 

dress at this moment "suddenly" become too short at front, “stomach takes it all!” to 

rephrase Abba;). 

 



 

 

same applies to 

traditional blouses. That's 

when (especially Gamines 

and romantics with their 

short lengths tops) will have 

finally to buy maternity tops 

- Those that have a "cocoon" 

for the tummy, providing the 

correct length of the product. 

Because most of the short clothes would get too short;/  

 

You will need to revise the dresses’ lengths in your wardrobe. Namely, maxis / 

below the knee would be the ideal option.  



 

 

It is even more difficult if the second trimester happens during the hot season: 

due to increased volume of certain body part’s volume (thighs) or due to water weight 

transfer and other pregnancy features, wearing dresses can be difficult - namely -it’ll 

rub the inner sides of the thighs ... Then, the best option in order not to look like the 

chicken-hen;), keep top being slim with elastic tops and add on loose shorts (diy an 

elastic band, which later can be released, as needable). Unfortunately, it isn’t that easy 

to find… do it in convenience stores, not in the departments for pregnant. Check the 

composition of the tissue, if it contents lycra, or buy a piece of clothing in a larger size, 

and then, in the period of maternity, pull gum. 

 And what’s about the must-have for 

pregnant, ill-fated jumpsuit with shoulder straps? 

It does not press on the stomach, as there is no 

belt; allows pregnant woman to avoid the 

pregnancy supporting belt, which is not 

comfortable in the summer heat. Stop. But you do 

consider a denim jumpsuit, right?! And, if 

pregnant would buy a suit, then it’ll be made of a 

light fabric, for summer, not out of denim!!! Also, 

keep in mind that the jumpsuits are always 

visually significantly increasing the stomach in compare with IdLook’s suggestions! 

Besides, many women are perfectly ok without that pregnancy bandage until the 

last trimester of pregnancy. And, if to buy the jumpsuits then, consider the following: 

If you’ll need to go to the bathroom (which happens more and more often since the 2d 

trimester), you’ll need to undo the suit. That alone isn’t that hard for some. But! You 

need in the same time (while you are, sorry, doing WC-things), hold both straps… and 

what’s if they fell to the floor? (Oh, for some reason they always fall ...) Physical 

features (as we'll discuss below) of the mother-to-be during this period will be very, I 

mean VERY! limited... So, neither the classical jumpsuit model with detachable straps, 

nor the one with the zip on the chest, aren’t a good buy! 

The only one practical thing with the jumpsuits, it’s that there is no pressure on 

the stomach!!! It is up to you, but remember that optically you’ll look frumpy…  



 

 

It is also very important to talk about another subject, that gives also a lot of the 

headache to pregnant - shoes! 

First, it is necessary to mentally prepare (especially you, who loves shoes), that 

your shoe size is likely to change up to a size up… and I mean not return in many 

cases;/.  

So, you might not be able to wear your usual shoes, also due to redistribution of 

the weight on the foot caused by a change in balance point in your body (here comes 

leaning back, back’s pains, etc.). So, if you have a favorite shoe, then walk to the store 

you bought these, and buy a new size.  

It is a bit easier with sandals, especially if the shoe size increase by only half the 

size. But consider that you need a shoe right up to a delivery day;), so you won’t wear 

sandals in the cold season;). 

Since the second trimester the only shoes that you’ll be able to wear – are the 

ones you can put not without you to bent over, I mean not even slightly bent…: slip-

ons, boots or shoes with a wide top, 

but a fitting in the middle of the foot 

(otherwise leg will slip when 

walking), sandals without fasteners 

around the leg, ets. Models with 

elastic straps on the heels can be 

used if your physical form allows it 

(you can bend backwards). "Spoon" 

for shoes with a long handle – is 

what your sister/mother/friend 

should present to you! 

Say bye to all the shoes with zippers, lace-up… 

And try to minimize the use of accessories in the last month: coz all that gets on 

the floor, will lie there until some of your family members comes home… (so, not 

practical would be to have: clutch / earring that aren’t easy to attach or are easy to get 

off the ear / hair band or glasses without a string fixing these on your neck and so on). 

 



 

 

Your physical abilities in this period are limited to the extent that if this a cold 

season of the year (we envious to you, Florida! ;), it’ll be impossible to put on any 

stockings. I mean not even nylon ones, but even the rather loose, stretching, knitted 

stockings. Forget your perfectionism and don’t you bother to fit toes part of pantyhose 

onto your toes;). Even leggings (toeless thing!) is a challenge;) if these are tight… So, 

get a veeeery loose model and at least a size up! 

The only way you can pull on the socks, is to become a cowboy, throwing a lasso 

/on your toes and then pulling the sock up… so, a spacious, elastic like plush socks are 

recommended. The good thing about it that you can buy it in funny colors! Normal, 

once again, stores:). 

 

about the intimate... it’s necessary. Due to that last month, your 

usual underwear will start to press and be uncomfortable, buy a special 

underwear for pregnant women (sufficient amount/7 pairs) which also 

supports your tummy. Remember that at the 9th month even that 

special underwear no longer will stay in place so it’ll crawl off the 

belly. 

Tops would seem to support that idea and would crawl upward. 

 This must be stopped somehow. After all, 

smiling tummy could be ok in the warm season, 

but what’s if it happens in a cold 

season?  

As an option – diy: sew a knit 

belt that can be worn over the trousers, 

it’ll also visually lengthen the top 

Ideally – use a special bandage 

with Velcro for pregnant that supports 

the belly and wear it over clothing. It is 

most convenient to wear it over a dress, 

fixing in the same time underwear 

preventing it from sliding anywhere... 



 

 

Pregnant woman’s wardrobe methodology 
The best is to work with already existing wardrobe, not to shop garments "just 

because they are for the pregnant", but to do a regular revision of the wardrobe, identify 

those things can come in handy at some point, and integrate the new items. 

An example of a capsule of a pregnant woman: 

(Bold shift indicates the items that will be new in the wardrobe) 

 

Capsule 1: 

Tight-fitting top (short sleeved for the warm season, long sleeved for the cold season) 

Jeggins (jeans leggings) 

sweater / cardigan / jacket or 

Easy-to-pull on shoes. In the sport-style these would be multi-colored / unite the look 

Bag * depending on the facial features and style (perhaps the composition’ center) 

Scarf in the cool season (perhaps the compositional center) 



 

 

Capsule 2: 

Maxi dress or knee-length 

Short sweater / cardigan / jacket or 

Easy-to-pull on shoes. In the sport-style these would be multi-colored / unite the look 

Bag * depending on the facial features and style (perhaps the composition’ center) 

Scarf in the cool season (perhaps the compositional center) 

  

Capsule 3, warm season: 

Tight-fitting top with short sleeves (probably the compositional center) 

Shorts 

Sandals slip-on 

Bag * depending on the facial features and style (perhaps the compositional center) 

 



 

 

Concern the colors: it's best to consider the color of 

upper clothing if it is a cold season, or even better – to start 

with the accessories - namely, given that the shoes aren’t 

reliable thing during the pregnancy (it changes) - from the 

available in the wardrobe bags! 

For example, if the bag is multicolored, we can, by 

applying the principle of ensemble costume, construct an 

outfit of colors used in the bag. In this case, the 

compositional center will be the bag. 

In case of monochrome outerwear, set on the style of 

that outwear. And build the look up with other components. 

Most rational, of course, is to build a wardrobe in a 

way you could wear acquired during pregnancy thing, and your pre-pregnant wardrobe, 

during the motherhood too. This is especially important, since the period of the return 

of the body into the pre-pregnant form may take some time. And it not worth it to hide 

yourself in the robes all this time. And once again a regular revision of the wardrobe is 

needed! 

 
Don’t forget that building a wardrobe you’ll use afterwards, you need to consider 

then what colors are practical during the breastfeeding&motherhood (Check section 4 

further). 



 

 

Mother’s wardrobe features  
"An Inconvenient clothing - short jackets, blouses, 

jackets, skirts and dresses, in which it is not 

convenient to play with the child. - Any clothing 

made of synthetics. - Shoes with heels. - Badly fitting 

clothes. - My favorite angora and fluffy wool 

became uncomfortable because the hairs on the 

sweaters fasts in the mouth of my daughter." 

Alexandra 

 

Many moms admit that their wardrobe - some entirely, and someone only 

slightly - changed after the birth of the child! First and foremost, of course, business 

clothes hang in the closet, as well as 

some skirts. In priority from now will 

be sweaters, pants, jeans (for some it 

will be jeans with a lock on the back 

instead of the front, for some – at the 

side), especially the ones with a high 

waist, which also helps to hide changed 

stomach. 

Also demands to the  sleeves 

would change since the need to take 

care of the dipers’ change! So, roll on 

shirts’ sleeves or pull it up to the elbow 

area. Means the cuffs on the sleeves are 

better to be avoided since it isn’t always possible to both hold a baby and roll on the 

sleeve/etc. I mean, it’s not always you’ll be home at comfortable conditions;) 

 

Some of the archetypes would have it easier than the other, for instance, Naturals 

and Romantics with a rounder loosen neckcuts. While others, gamines and dramatics 

would have it more difficult with their polo, high crewnecks, and if wearing Natural’s 

cuts, would have to mask the cleavage with scarfs, alter clothing by "rising" the 

shoulder line closer to the neck, etc. 



 

 

Nursing mothers would exclude from the 

wardrobe sweaters and turtlenecks, even dress 

shirts due to not that practical use at the 

breastfeeding (like with buttons at the dress shirt – 

it isn’t practical to unbutton it by one hand only; 

sweater is blocking your eye from seeing how baby 

is doing while breastfed and your body is naked, 

etc); Many dresses: It is best to use a separate top 

(which can be lifted) and bottom. Some 

archetypes, who needs to keep the vertical, like 

dramatics: use the top and bottom in the same 

color! 

More about dresses: check how elastic 

material is at the chest – can you pull it down to 

the waist, to feed the baby. Also, a deep cut-out or the models gathered at elastic at the 

shoulder line, like the "Spanish flu" are good ones. 

Trendy: a top or a shirt with low armholes and a very deep V-neckline and a 

contrast sport top underneath (like with a loop around the neck or strapless). 

Please note that the sport bra-top must be on a loop, not with the straps (!) so that 

you can take it over your head, off, with just one hand and don’t need to take the 

upper top off at all to get straps down! Unlike almost useless afterwards nursing 

bras, sport bra-top would be in handy after the feeding period for the stylish sport 

chic, hipster / Scandia style looks!  

Also, practical would be such a detail 

on the top or dress like zips or buttons that 

ends below the chest. These are the vintage 

style dresses and romantic style. Pay 

attention to the collection of Uliana 

Sergeenko, for instance. 

 



 

 

Motherhood also would affect the choice of fabrics in your wardrobe. Such 

natural impurities as wool, cashmere, leather, becomes extremely important, because 

synthetics are not warm during long walks with your baby.  

After all, the walk is needed for mother's shape (the figure), and sometimes walks 

lasts most of the day due to some kids prefers to sleep that way only;) 

Thus, the outerwear should be water-resistant, because the baby would not wait 

until the storm will stop, if the only thing that calms him - a walk in the trolley. Or, if 

you have more kids and older children who needs to attend schools, activities. 

Therefore, outerwear will be a jacket, and you can buy a special spray, like there are 

many Nano-technologies 

nowadays. "Makes textile care a 

child's play". 

 

Footwear and shoes 

with heels rather give a 

place to what you can 

quickly pull on with the 

little explorer of the world 

in hands and what you can 

walk many kilometers in. 

 

Moms that aren’t a Naturals or sporty style, would feel uncomfortable to be in 

shapeless trousers and dimensionless shirts at that period. They’ve used to the suits;) 

Romantics have to exclude new look skirts out of the wardrobe, but only if there 

is a shirt together with it = we get a direct copy of the '60s!  

A leather pants (in a cold season) will determine the style of your look as a 

drama. On the other hand, leather pants can be used only up to a certain child age, since 

you won’t slide down while playing with a kid on a playground +-1-year-old. But 

thermoleggins or tights, a warm skirt (tweed / wool), automatically convert the look to 

be sports classics. 

 



 

 

There is also an important principle: 

• the lengths of the tops & use of the elastic in 

waist pants and skirts: After sitting down to any 

level of the baby (basically, on the floor), if your 

tops are too short, these would expose a part of 

your back; even the back below your waist 

would be exposed - if the pants are fitted to your 

waist only, not elastic enough not to slide 

down,... so when you are buying a clothes, a 

special test is required;) Also 

bodies/combidresses as on the right are 

recommended 
 

• We’ll also say goodbye to maxi dresses that rescued us during the pregnancy, 

coz the baby legs want to sit comfortably on the mother's leg - on both sides of 

it;)... Pants, once again, or leggings would be more practical wear for the 

following months! 

The most defining principles 

applied to your wardrobe, would be 

top’s interchangeability. Several tops 

must fit to your bottoms (as it is in a 

rational wardrobe). Coz it would be a 

pity if we so carefully create the 

image, and the baby, sitting at your 

knees drops a fried chicken at your 

blouse… or you’ll get colored with 

paint from your little artist and you’ll 

have to hurry to dress "the first/closest 

that hangs in the closet", and so the 

image falls apart.  

So, plan smart! 

 

 



 

 

Examples of the mother’s capsule: 

Capsule 1: 

• Shirt * short or ¾ sleeves 

• Elastic pencil skirt or trousers that were worn before pregnancy  

• short jacket with buttons (à la 60e) or casual knit jacket.  

• Shoes without heels or low heels (if sporty style - it is a composite center) 

• Bag (which is possible compositional center) 

• outerwear 

• Scarf, if necessary, which is the compositional center) 

The shirt must not be too fitting, as thus postpartum stomach remains hidden! 

Especially recommended is to use a shirt, because it has a chest pockets. Namely, this 

structure - pockets - are the best way to hide the contours of breast pads (so that the 

shirt can play a last barrier when milk often seeps through the pads and a bra) 

 

Capsule 2: 

• Sport bra-top with a loop strap over your neck 

• Dress with a low-cut and a tight skirt or a half sun, or drapery 

• Shoes without heels or low heels (if sporty style - it is a composite center) 

• Bag (which is possible compositional center) 

• outerwear 

• Scarf, if necessary, which is the compositional center) 

What colors these would be is better to decide individually, based on your colortype 

(while IdLooks has clothes templates of each archetype – basically all your wardrobe 

pictured – in each of the colortypes, for all time years, occasions, so on.):  

 



 

 

Colors of the wardrobe 
 

Do not worry, "the color of the children's surprises"/pucks;) should not be 

leading! 

But the dark-colored tops can be put to the test in the very first months of baby's 

life due to..spits of course! 

Look for a scarf/flannel towel in a trendy colors or prints – it may be your 

accessory during the first months of baby's life. For instance, a casual style could be: a 

simple T-shirt (“alcoholic” one;), casual jacket (jersey/without the lining, so it stretches 

well), comfortable pants or jeans, "Scottish" prints scarf that thrown over one shoulder, 

oversize earrings. Except for this set of earrings will serve you in the coming months. 

 

 

 



 

 

Choose two or three colors and make your wardrobe in these colors. Basic colors 

such as blue, gray, can contribute to you in this.  

The atmosphere of tranquility, comfort is provided by the gentle pastels. 

Combine it with bright basic colors. Take a look at the classical and boho style. 

Dark and bright colors create a sense of a dynamic mother. 

 

Determine what you are in the role of mother, and build your wardrobe 

accordingly to that impression. 

 

So, we come to an important section - a STYLES!: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Styles. 
"I feel uncomfortable in clothes with traces of baby puree. I'd 

like to be not only a mother, but also a beautiful girl, and 

everywhere at home and outside the home. I want to be an 

example for my daughter, so I always try to choose 

comfortable, but beautiful clothes. "Alexandra. 

 

Sport style   

 

Due to the use of practical and stretch fabrics, and the characteristic silhouette, 

this style is ideal for both, mothers and pregnant women. 

  

But note that the sporty style is not only a "casual wear"! While this may be a 

"variation on the theme," as in the photo. 

  

Dynamic life dictates a sport style to many. One of the 15 variants of the sport 

style surely would suit you! 

 

 



 

 

Data: 

• Fashion icons: Jane Fonda, Twiggy, 

Audrey Tautou, Jane Birkin, Kate 

Moss, Björk, Agnes Dyck, Demi 

Moore 

• Brands: Agnes B, Castelbajac, Ralf 

Lauren, Esprit, Lacoste, Dolce & 

Gabbana, Benetton. 

• substyles: Military, hunting, 

equestrian (jockey), sport chic, 

yachting, skiing, casual, safari, sea, 

jeans, american, natural, 

environmental, youthful, student, 

Skandia style, hipster. 

 

 

 

 

For example, take Skandia style or hipster with its "ironical" Converse shoes and 

a brand bag… 

Or select a sport-chic, if you are attracted by the elegant fabrics. 

 

Pick a minimalism or avant-garde, if you respect procedures and you do not like 

a riot of colors.  

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Give, depending on your personality, your style a touch of drama (on the left) or 

natural (right) 

Especially harmonious these would be at Gamine-dramatic (left) vs Gamin-

Natural (right). 

 

The requirement of the sport styles of a minimum neck accessories perfectly fits 

into a new role - the role of mother, for chains and delicate beads kids will tend to pull 

and will be able to break. 



 

 

 

You can, of course, use a rigid structure enhancement, such as: (pictured) 

 

 

 

You can even choose a variation of the bohemian / 

glam style, the crossroads of the romantic and dramatic 

styles. 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

And particularly well fits into this style romantic-dramatic archetype. 

  
 

If you prefer to be a cozy mom, or you love pastels, approach a boho style: 

 

   



 

 

   



 

 

  

 

It is possible for a number of types, Gamin-Natural, Gamin-Romantic, Gamin-

Dramatic. 

 

 

 

 

Of course, in each case, the flower styles can tell a lot more! Get the one at 

http://www.idlook.net/style-testcontact.html ! 

 

http://www.idlook.net/style-testcontact.html


 

 

 



 

 

And finally, a few words on a classic style.  

 

Unfortunately, it is not so organically looking on moms.  

Classic style is too stiff. Also used there fabrics are compromising your mobility. 

You won’t be able to sit down on the floor and play, for example, something Didactic-

useful. Therefore, clothes of classical style are really for the busy business moms who 

have a resource for the nanny, while mom dress appropriately its role. 

 

 



 

 

Therefore, only "a variation on the 

classic" are possible: 

Urban chic and casual style, hunting 

or jockey styles can be a worthy 

substitute for the classic. And last, 

even more emphasize the mother’ 

status! 

     



 

 

The image of 50s will appeal to perfectionist. The main role in 

this image played by fitting, short buttoned jacket what we see 

on Olivia Newton 

More options: 

James Bond Girls will be gray-mélange jersey dress or a 

noble red tint, if your baby is a big fan of baby food with the 

addition of tomato;), as the dress will take care of all the 

leftovers☺ and did not ruined your secret mission! 

Sport variations could be also found for the classic 

images of the Lady, patrician, aristocratic French women and 

others. 

  

   



 

 

In this regard, it is worth paying attention to the collection, produced by Claudia 

Schiffer! 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Conclusion 
 

The famous Soviet poet Sergei Mikhalkov in his poem once 

wrote that "there are different mothers needed, different mothers are 

important." The same can be said for stylish moms. They can express 

themselves in a variety of styles, each in its own way, and they are an 

absolute role models for their children. And we must remember that 

being it, that the mother can instill in their children a love of beauty, 

to the art. Let eternity sounding beauty contests "Beauty will save the 

world!" be an important message for every mother or the one-to-be. 

And to be stylish, fashionable, beautiful future mom and my mom is 

already possible right here and now! 
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